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Abstract
The present disclosure discloses a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information. The method includes the steps that: a base station reads configuration information to be broadcasted, fills the parameter information of the configuration information in the structure corresponding to the broadcasting information, encodes the broadcasting information to generate code streams and then stores the code streams; wherein during the storing step, the base station stores each piece of System Information (SI) of the broadcasting information in a format of code streams, the stored SI includes both the length of SI and the SI code streams. The present disclosure further discloses a corresponding base station. With the present disclosure, broadcasting information is stored in a format of code streams, thus the memory is saved extremely; each SI is stored in an identical storing area, thus the storage space is saved furthest and the efficiency is improved.
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BASE STATION AND METHOD FOR STORING CODE STREAMS OF BROADCASTING INFORMATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of Long Term Evolution (LTE) communication systems, and in particular to a base station and a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The broadcasting information is mainly configured to provide cell parameter information of an access network system and is transmitted to the User Equipment (UE) in a form of broadcast. The broadcasting information of the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) is broadcasted to the UE in a cell; then the UE obtains, by receiving the broadcasting information, enough access information which is dedicated for the UE and the E-UTRAN to establish a radio connection there-between. The process of the UE obtaining the broadcasting information sent from the E-UTRAN is as shown in FIG. 1.

[0003] Broadcasting information is divided into a Master Information Block (MIB) and other System Information Blocks (SIBs) to be broadcasted. There are totally 11 SIBs in the LTE broadcasting information, specifically, SIB1, SIB2, SIB3, SIB4, SIB5, SIB6, SIB7, SIB8, SIB9, SIB10, and SIB11, wherein each SIB has a different function, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIB</td>
<td>Transmitting several key information on a BCH (broadcasting information)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB1</td>
<td>Including the relevant information for UE accessing to cell and the scheduling information, of SI etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB2</td>
<td>Including much public radio resource configuration information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB3</td>
<td>Including much public cell reselection information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB4</td>
<td>Including co-frequency neighboring cell reselection information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB5</td>
<td>Including pilot-frequency neighboring cell reselection information (E-UTRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB6</td>
<td>Including UTRA neighboring cell reselection information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB7</td>
<td>Including GERAN neighboring cell reselection information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB8</td>
<td>Including CDMA2000 neighboring cell reselection information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB9</td>
<td>Including L1/L2/L3 information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB10</td>
<td>Including ETWS high-priority notification information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB11</td>
<td>Including ETWS second-priority notification information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0004] MIB and all SIBs must be encoded by Abstract Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.1) before they are sent; the encoded MIB and SIBs form corresponding code streams which are transmitted in a form of broadcast. After receiving the code streams, the UE performs ASN.1 decoding to obtain relevant cell parameters.

[0005] System Information (SI) is a sub-group consisting of a plurality of SIBs. The scheduling of SIB information is performed with SI as a unit; the SIBs in the same scheduling period can be mapped to one SI; however, each SIB can be mapped only once. Except MIB and SIB1, the other SIBs can only be scheduled to send when mapped to SI.

[0006] In the specific implementation, there exist the following problems:

[0007] 1) In the design implementation, the broadcast cell parameters must be stored for the convenience of determination in the following updating process of the broadcasting information. Since broadcasting information might change due to the modification of is the background configuration, it is necessary to reorganize the broadcasting information code streams and send a paging message to inform the UE. The storage of enormous broadcasting cell parameters will waste memory extremely.

[0008] 2) If SI changes, it is necessary to modify the Value Tag in SIB1. If the broadcasting information changes, however, the Value Tag is not modified when the broadcasting information is sent, then the UE can not receive the SI information. If the broadcasting information does not change, however, the Value Tag is modified when the broadcasting information is sent, then, the UE receives broadcast, thus the UE wastes power. The Value Tag is the identifier for determining whether the SI changes or not. However, if the broadcasting information is stored in a format of SIB structure, the determination on whether the SI changes is complicated and the efficiency is low.

[0009] 3) The process of the pointer cell, especially the pointer list, in the SIB structure is extremely inconvenient, even if a memory is to be allocated for the pointer structure, the memory is difficult to be released, it has to distinguish the conditions of releasing or not releasing, therefore, memory leakage is easily caused. Besides, when determining whether the broadcasting information is updated, it has to compare the SIB cells so determine whether a change happens, because the pointer member might cause the is design difficult to implement.

[0010] 4) The broadcasting flow of broadcasting information is simple. However, the implementation is very troublesome and is inconvenient to maintain, further, the process efficiency is low.

[0011] To sum up, when the broadcasting information is stored in a format of SIB structure, the problems mentioned above are difficult to be solved. In addition, the memory is wasted.

SUMMARY

[0012] The technical problem to be solved in the disclosure is to provide a base station and a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information, which extremely save the storage space of broadcasting information, simplify process flow, are efficient to optimize and convenient to maintain.

[0013] In order to solve the problem above, the disclosure provides a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information, the method comprises the steps that: a base station reads configuration information to be broadcasted, fills the parameter information of the configuration information in the structure corresponding to the broadcasting information, encodes the broadcasting information to generate code streams and then stores the code streams; wherein during the storing step, the base station stores each SI of the broadcasting information in a format of code streams, and the stored SI includes both a length of SI and the SI code streams.

[0014] In the step that each SI is stored in a format of code streams, the SI code stream section may include a head section and code streams of each SIB mapped to the SI;
[0016] wherein the base station stores each SI in an identical storing area, and each stored SI is arranged in order so as to form an SI code stream structure; the stored SI code stream structure may further include an SI total number section.

[0017] The SI total number section may occupy one byte;

[0018] the length section of each SI may occupy two bytes; the length of the SI code stream section is the sum of the length of the SI head section and the length of the code streams of all SIBs mapped to the SI.

[0019] The storing step may comprise steps of that: encoding the MIB and the SIB1 of the broadcasting information, and storing the encoded MIB and SIB1 in a format of code streams;

[0020] the stored MIB may include the length of MIB and the code streams of MIB, wherein the length of MIB occupies one byte;

[0021] the stored SIB1 may include the length of SIB1 and the code streams of SIB1, wherein the length of SIB1 occupies one byte.

[0022] the base station storing the updated SI after the broadcasting information is updated, and then determining whether the SI code streams after updating and the SI code streams before updating are the same starting from a first stored SI code stream, if the updated SI code streams and SI code streams before updating are the same, the base station continues to compare the code streams of a next SI before and after updating; if the updated SI code streams are different from the code streams before updating, the base station modifies the value tag in SIB1.

[0023] The disclosure further provides a base station for storing code streams of broadcasting information, comprising an encoding module, a filling module and a storing module;

[0024] the encoding module is configured to encode the broadcasting information to generate encoded code streams and send the encoded code streams to the filling module;

[0025] the filling module is configured to store the received code streams into the storing module;

[0026] the storing module is configured to store each code stream;

[0027] the filling module is further configured to store each SI of the broadcasting information in a format of streams, wherein the stored SI includes a length of SI and the SI code streams.

[0028] The filling module may be configured as that:

[0029] the SI code stream section includes a head section and code streams of each SIB mapped to the SI;

[0030] the filling module stores each SI into an identical storing area of the storing module, wherein each stored SI is arranged in order so as to form an SI code stream structure;

[0031] the stored SI code stream structure may further include an SI total number section.

[0032] The SI total number section may occupy one byte;

[0033] the length section of each SI may occupy two bytes; the length of the SI code stream section is the sum of the length of the SI head section and the length of the code streams of all SIBs mapped to the SI.

[0034] The filling module may be further configured to:

[0035] store MIB in a format of code streams, wherein the stored MIB includes the length of MIB and the code streams of MIB, and the length of MIB occupies one byte; and store SIB1 in a format of code streams, wherein the stored SIB1 includes the length of SIB1 and the SI code streamsS1, and the length of SIB1 occupies one byte.

[0036] The filling module is further configured to: store the updated SI after the broadcasting information is updated, and determine whether the updated SI code streams and the SI code streams before updating are the same starting from the first stored SI code stream, continue to compare the updated code streams of a next SI with those before updating when the updated SI code streams and the SI code streams before updating are the same, and modify the value tag in SIB1 when the updated SI code streams are different from the code streams before updating.

[0037] The disclosure provides a base station and a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information, for storing the broadcasting information in a format of code streams, thereby saving a lot of memory; besides, each SI is stored in an identical storing area; therefore, the storage space is greatly saved. In addition, according to the storing mode provided by the disclosure, when the broadcasting information changes, the comparison process of the new SI with the old SI is simplified, the optimization is efficient and the maintenance is convenient.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] FIG. 1 illustrates a process of UE obtaining the broadcasting information sent from the E-UTRAN;

[0039] FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram for storing each SI in a format of code streams according to the disclosure;

[0040] FIG. 3 illustrates a structural diagram of the base station according to the disclosure;

[0041] FIG. 4 illustrates a method for storing SI code streams according to the disclosure;

[0042] FIG. 5 illustrates a method for storing MIB code streams according to the disclosure;

[0043] FIG. 6 illustrates a method for storing SIB1 code streams according to the disclosure; and

[0044] FIG. 7 illustrates an optimized method for storing SI code streams according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0045] The embodiment provides a base station for storing code streams of broadcasting information, as shown in FIG. 3, the base station comprises an encoding module, a filling module and a storing module;

[0046] the encoding module is configured to encode the broadcasting information according to the scheduling information, including step of encoding MIB to obtain MIB code streams, encoding SIB1 to obtain SIB1 code streams and step of encoding other SIBs (e.g. one or more of SIB2 to SIB11) to be broadcast to obtain SIBi code streams, wherein 2≤i≤11, and the encoding module is further configured to send each encoded code stream to the filling module;

[0047] the filling module is configured to receive each encoded code stream and store each code stream into the storing module; specifically comprises steps of:

[0048] storing MIB code streams into the storing module in a format of code streams, wherein the stored MIB code streams are as shown in FIG. 5, including two sections, namely, MIB-LEN and MIB-STREAM, in which, MIB-LEN occupies one byte and indicates the length of MIB code streams; MIB-STREAM indicates the code streams of MIB;

[0049] storing SIB1 code streams into the storing module in a format of code streams, wherein the stored SIB1 code streams are as shown in FIG. 6, including two sections,
namely, SIB1-LEN and MIB1-STREAM, in which, SIB1-LEN occupies one byte and indicates the length of SIB1 code streams; MIB1-STREAM indicates the code streams of SIB1; and

mapping SIBi in accordance with mapping rules, wherein one SIB code stream can map to one SI or a plurality of SIB code streams can map to the same SI.

Wherein the SI formed after mapping is as shown in FIG. 2, the storage space allocated to each SI can accommodate the code streams of all SIBs from SIB2 to SIBn; after stored in a format of code streams, each SI includes two sections, namely, SI-LEN and SI-STREAM. In which, SI-STREAM includes the length of SI head section and code streams of each SIB mapped to SI; compared with the method for storing SI in a format of structure in the prior art, the method for storing SI in a format of code streams greatly saves the storage space; however, the latter storing method still wastes a part of storage space, as shown in FIG. 2, the oblique line part is the area filled with SIB code streams, the blank area is the area not filled with SIB code streams, in this way, the storage space allocated to each SI will have some blank areas; therefore, in order to save the storage space to the full extent, the filling module can store each SI by the method shown in FIG. 7, specifically,

the filling module stores each SI in an identical storing area of the storing module, wherein each stored SI is arranged in order so as to form an SI code stream structure, as shown in FIG. 4, SI-LEN occupies two bytes and indicates the length of SI code streams, however, the length of SI-STREAM changes relative to FIG. 2. Herein the length of SI-STREAM is the length of the encoded SI, which includes the sum of the length of SI head section and the length of code streams of each SIB mapped to SI, therefore, the blank area shown in FIG. 2 does not exist and the storage space is further saved; the stored SI code stream structure further includes an SI total number section which occupies one byte.

The filling module is further configured to compare the SI stored this time with the SI stored last time to determine whether a change happens after storing the SI last time, the comparison mode might be but not limited to the following: setting a pointer for the filling module, the comparing starts from the first stored SI code stream, if the code streams stored this time and last time are the same, backwards moving the pointer to compare the code streams of a next SI, if the code streams stored this time and last time are different, it is indicated that a change happens between the SI stored this time and the SI stored last time;

the filling module is further configured to modify the Value Tag in SIB1 code streams when the stored SI changes;

the storing module is configured to store MIB code streams, SIB1 code streams and S1.

The embodiment provides a method for storing broadcasting information, which applies an optimized cache method to store the broadcasting information code streams encoded with ASN.1 encoding. The cache method for MIB is as shown in FIG. 5; the cache method for SIB1 is as shown in FIG. 6; the cache method for SI can store according to the method as shown in FIG. 2 or can store according to the optimized method as shown in FIG. 7, the specific steps are as follows:

Step 101: an Evolved NodeB (eNB) reads configuration information to be broadcasted by the background;

wherein the configuration information includes parameter information required for filling the broadcasting information and scheduling information.

Step 102: according to the scheduling information configured by the background, such as the information that the SIB is to be broadcasted and how to map SIB to SI, the parameter information is filled into the structure corresponding to the broadcasting information respectively, the parameter information including the SIB cell parameter to be broadcasted; wherein MIB, SIB2, SIB2 must be broadcasted.

Step 103: the eNB encodes the MIB with ASN.1 encoding and caches the encoded MIB code streams, wherein the storing method of MIB code streams is as shown in FIG. 5, the MIB code streams including MIB-LEN and MIB-STREAM, in which, MIN-LEN indicates the length of MIB code streams and occupies one byte; MIB-STREAM indicates the code streams of MIB.

Step 104: the eNB encodes SIB2 to SIBn with ASN.1 encoding and maps the encoded SIB code streams according to the mapping rules established by FIG. 4, wherein SIB1, SIB2, SIBn must be broadcasted.

Step 105: the eNB encodes SIB2 to SIBn with ASN.1 encoding and caches the encoded SIB code streams, wherein the storing method of SIB code streams is as shown in FIG. 6, the SIB code streams including SIB1-LEN and SIB1-STREAM, in which, SIB1-LEN indicates the length of SIB1 code streams and occupies one byte; SIB1-STREAM indicates the code streams of SIB1.

After the broadcasting information is updated, the eNB stores the SI code streams by the method above and then has to determine whether the new SI code streams are changed relative to the old SI code streams, the determination method might be but not limited to the following: setting a pointer, comparing the new SI code streams with the old SI code streams to determine whether they are the same starting...
from the first stored SI, if the new code stream and the old code stream are the same, moving the pointer to a next SI, and comparing whether the new and old SI code streams of the next SI are the same, if the new and old code streams are different, it is indicated that a change happens to the SI stored this time and the Value Tag of SIB1 has to be modified; then encoding SIB1 and storing the encoded SIB1.

[0066] The storing method as shown in FIG. 7 is to allocate a storage space for all SIs, each SI is filled in order so as not to waste storage space.

[0067] Step 106: transmitting broadcasting information; as shown in FIG. 1, the broadcasting information is transmitted successfully and the UE can obtain the broadcasting information.

[0068] After applying the optimized code stream cache method, the pointer structure in the SIB cell is easy to be processed and can be released after encoding, only the code stream information is stored, therefore, the possibility of memory leakage is avoided. In case of one cell, taking SIB2-SIB8 for example, 49K bytes of memory is needed for storing SIB cell structure; after applying this optimized storing solution, 500 bytes of memory is needed for storing code streams, the memory used is just about 1% of the originally used memory, therefore, the memory is greatly saved. The program process flow is simplified, has high efficiency and is convenient to maintain.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0069] The disclosure provides a base station and a method for storing code streams of broadcasting information, for storing broadcasting information in a format of code streams, thereby extremely saving memory; besides, each SI is stored in an identical storing area; therefore, the storage space is greatly saved. In addition, according to the storing mode provided by the disclosure, when the broadcasting information changes, the comparison process of the new SI with the old SI is simplified, the optimization is efficient and the maintenance is convenient.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for storing code streams of broadcasting information, comprising the steps that:

   a base station reading configuration information to be broadcasted, filling parameter information of the configuration information in a structure corresponding to the broadcasting information, encoding the broadcasting information to generate code streams and then storing the code streams;

   wherein during the storing step, the base station stores each piece of System Information (SI) of the broadcasting information in a format of code streams, and the stored SI includes both a length of SI and the SI code streams.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein in step that each SI is encoded in a format of code streams, the SI code stream section includes a head section and code streams of each System Information Block (SIB) mapped to the SI;

   the base station stores each SI in an identical storing area, and each stored SI is arranged in order, so as to form an SI code stream structure; and

   the stored SI code stream structure further includes an SI total number section.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein an SI total number section occupies one byte; the length section of each SI occupies two bytes; the length of the SI code stream section is a sum of the length of the SI head section and the length of the code streams of all SIBs mapped to the SI.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the storing step comprises:

   encoding a Master Information Block (MIB) and SIB1 of the broadcasting information, and storing the encoded MIB and SIB1 in a format of code streams;

   the stored MIB includes the length of MIB and the code streams of MIB, wherein the length of MIB occupies one byte;

   the stored SIB1 includes the length of SIB1 and the code streams of SIB1, wherein the length of SIB1 occupies one byte.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps that:

   the base station storing the updated SI after the broadcasting information is updated, and then determining whether the SI code streams after updating and the SI code streams before updating are the same starting from a first stored SI code stream, if the updated SI code streams and SI code streams before updating are the same, the base station continues to compare the code streams of a next SI before and after updating; if the updated SI code streams are different from the code streams before updating, the base station modifies the Value Tag in SIB1.

6. A base station for storing code streams of broadcasting information, comprising an encoding module, a filling module and a storing module; wherein:

   the encoding module is configured to encode the broadcasting information to generate encoded code streams and send the encoded code streams to the filling module;

   the filling module is configured to store the received code streams into the storing module;

   the storing module is configured to store each code stream; and

   the filling module is further configured to store each System Information (SI) of the broadcasting information in a format of code streams, wherein the stored SI includes a length of SI and the SI code streams.

7. The base station according to claim 6, wherein the filling module is configured as that:

   the SI code stream section includes a head section and code streams of each System Information Block (SIB) mapped to the SI;

   each SI is stored into an identical storing area of the storing module, wherein each stored SI is arranged in order so as to form an SI code stream structure; and

   the stored SI code stream structure further includes an SI total number section.

8. The base station according to claim 7, wherein the SI total number section occupies one byte; the length section of each SI occupies two bytes; and the length of the SI code stream section is a sum of the length of the SI head section and lengths of the code streams of all SIBs mapped to the SI.

9. The base station according to claim 6, wherein the filling module is further configured to:

   store a Master Information Block (MIB) in a format of code streams, wherein the stored MIB includes the length of MIB and the code streams of MIB, and the length of MIB occupies one byte; and
store SIB1 in a format of code streams, wherein the stored SIB1 includes the length of SIB1 and the SI code streams B1, and the length of SIB1 occupies one byte.

10. The base station according to claim 6, wherein the filling module is further configured to:
store the updated SI after the broadcasting information is updated, and determine whether the updated SI code streams and the SI code streams before updating are the same starting from the first stored SI code stream, continue to compare the updated code streams of a next SI with those before updating when the updated SI code streams and the SI code streams before updating are the same, and modify the Value Tag in SIB1 when the updated SI code streams are different from the code streams before updating.

* * * * *